On the tracks of the bear!

On the tracks of the bear!
Dolomiti di Brenta Bike: has two separate bike tours inspired and created by bikers for bikers expressing a
unique and unspoilt territory. After a long period of research and preparation to satisfy both the novice biker
and the most demanding sport enthusiast, this tour is finally ready to welcome its first pioneers!

It is a fascinating mountain bike tour around the magnificent Brenta Dolomites (anticklockwise) which are a
morphologic and geologic masterpiece able to render unique and true emotions: from the romanticism of the
reddish peaks to the lush green of the pastures, and to the rural villages at the edge of the Adamello Brenta
Natural Park. This well organised bike tour through valleys, villages, cultures, people and traditions will take
you from the expanse of the apple orchards all the way up to high altitude plateaus passing by cultivated
fields, woods, pastures and rocky landscapes!

Plan your vacation/build package/create your custom tour!

Today you can with Dolomiti Brenta Bike On
Demand!
With DBB on Demand you can plan and customize your vacation: select day and starting point, type of tour,
hospitality, and preferred services to built your personal travel package. Send a request for information to
receive a list of available booking details!

Are you a true biker?
Then your itinerary is
Dolomiti di Brenta Bike "expert"!!
This is the itinerary for the demanding biker: dirt track, single track, challenging climbs, high altitude (up to
2.300m) and breathtaking downhill: 171 Km of pure MTB with a total elevation gain of 7,700 meters. In
addition to this there are more routes to select for those who want to feel true emotions!
Info and details

Do you want to pedal in harmony?
Your itinerary is
Dolomiti di Brenta Bike "country"!

Do you want to pedal in harmony?
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On the tracks of the bear!
This itinerary is suitable for the less trained so that everybody can experience the emotions of a bike tour
around the Dolomites: cycling tracks, safe dirt tracks, country roads and a few climbs to stimulate the appetite
as well as mobility services: 136 Km of pure MTB with a total elevation gain of 4,600 meters.
Info and details
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Transfer bagagli 2012(179.38 K)
Dolomiti Brenta Bike - ITALIANO(2.31 M)
Dolomiti Brenta Bike - DEUTSCH(2.4 M)
Transfer bagagli 2013(3.86 M)
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